
1. Paleo-Indians The name given by scientists to the first

inhabitants of Americas, an Ice Age people

who survived largely by hunting big game,

and to a lesser extent by collecting edible

plants and fishing.

2. Archaic Era Period beginning approximately nine

thousand years ago lasting an estimated

six thousand years. This period was marked

by more intensive efforts on the part of

ancient societies to shape the environment

to enhance food production.

3. Aztec Led by the Mexica tribe, the Aztec created

a powerful empire whose capital, the great

city of Tenochtitlan, was created on an

island in Lake Texcoco in 1325 CE.

4. Capitalism An economic system in which the market

economy determined the prices of goods

and services.

5. Humanists Individuals who advocated a revival of

ancient learning, particularly ancient Greek

thought, and encouraged greater attention

to secular topics including a new emphasis

on the study of humanity.

6. Reformation Movement to reform the Catholic Church

launched in Germany by Martin Luther.

Reformers questioned the authority of the

Pope, sought to eliminate indulgences, and

wanted to translate the Bible.

7. Spanish

Inquisition

A Spanish tribunal devoted to finding and

punishing heresy and rooting out Spain's

Jews and Muslims.

8. Columbian

Exchange

The term used by modern scholars to

describe the biological encounter between

the two sides of the Atlantic, including the

movement of plants, animals, and diseases.

9. Encomienda

system

Spanish government's policy to "commend",

or give, Indians to certain colonists in

return for them promise to Christianize

them. Part of broader effort to subdue

Indian tribes.

10. Early African

slave trade

Beginning in the late 1500s/early 1600s,

Dutch and Spanish explorers brought

Africans to the New World, with Barbados

being the primary destination. By the mid

1600s the slave trade will be engrained in

society as part of life in the New World.

11. Anasazi/Pueblo

Dwellers

A group of Native Americans located in the

present-day American Southwest, who

created complex societies marked by

urban culture. The tribes name comes from

the name of their dwellings, pueblos.

12. Cahokia/Mound

Builders

Mississippian settlement near present-day

East St. Louis, home to as many as 25,000

Native Americans (c. 1100 A.D.). The

settlement was marked by large mounds,

used for religious practices, which at the

time were some of the largest man-made

structures in the Americas.

13. Eastern

Woodlands

A tribe located in present-day Eastern

United States that was neither highly urban

or stratified. These tribes lived as hunter-

gatherers, and were nomadic.

14. Quakers The Society of Friends, who believed each

individual possessed a divine spark of

grace, an inner light that could lead them

to salvation.

15. Puritans English Protestant reformers who sought to

purify the Church of England of Catholic

rituals and creeds. Some of the most

devout Puritans believed that only visible

saints; should be admitted to church

membership.

16. Pilgrims Desiring to settle away from the

temptations of impurity in the Old World,

the Pilgrims migrated to the New World

seeking religious pureness.

17. Mayflower

Compact

Agreement signed in 1620 to form a

majoritarian government in Plymouth,

signed aboard the Mayflower. Created a

foundation for self-government in the

colony.

18. John Winthrop He became the first governor of the

Massachusetts Bay colony, and served in

that capacity from 1630 through 1649. A

Puritan with strong religious beliefs. He

opposed total democracy, believing the

colony was best governed by a small

group of skillful leaders. He stressed the

importance of the "city upon the hill".

19. Jamestown Founded by the Virginia Company (joint-

stock) in 1607, this was the first successful

English colony.

20. Restoration In 1660 Charles II became king of England,

restoring the monarchy to power after the

Civil War and Cromwellian rule.
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21. Bacon's

Rebellion

Uprising in 1676 of Virginia back country farmers and indentured servants led by planter initially a response to Gov.

Berkeley's refusal to protect back country settlers from Indian attacks, the rebellion eventually grew into a broader

conflict between impoverished settlers and the planter elite.

22. Metacom's

War/King

Philip's War

Series of assaults by Metacom, King Philip, on English settlements in New England. The attacks slowed the westward

migration of settlers for several decades.

23. Pueblo

Revolt

Indian uprising in New Mexico in 1680 in which Catholic churches were destroyed and priests and Spanish settlers

were killed; it took almost 50 years for the Spanish to fully reclaim New Mexico.

24. Glorious

Revolution

The relatively bloodless revolution that led to the ascension of William and Mary, which was widely seen as a

vindication for English liberty.

25. Mercantilism Theory of empire that advocated strict regulation of trade between colonies and the mother country to benefit the

latter.


